
“My name is Celeana Sardothien and I will not be afraid.” Slowly and painfully, I               1

heaved myself up the winding path, my body aching in places I did not know possible. The clear                  
blue sky and shining sun laughing at me as I struggled to walk a few steps forward. I saw the                    
birds and butterflies soaring overhead. I paused wishing I could move with their grace and               
strength, wishing I could stop moving, lie down in the middle of the path and never walk another                  
inch. As I struggled to continue hiking, dragging my feet behind me, a quote from my favorite                 
book floated through my mind. I started by repeating this quote quietly with the name of the                 
character, Celeana Sardothien, who is the protagonist in the novel, Throne of Glass by Sarah J.                
Maas. At the time, I had assigned so much value to this character and what she lives through in                   
the novel that she became a role model for me in any tough situation. This quote became my                  
inspiration to keep moving instead of sitting down, crying, and not taking another step.              
Eventually, I substituted the character’s name with the names of other people I draw strength               
from, both real and fictional, before finally using my own name. I was able to find the courage                  
within myself to push through the pain and be confident in my own strengths using this mantra.                 
With each of my steps in beat to the melody of the words, I made it through the tough parts of                     
our hike and was able to make it to the destination. If not for these words in my head it would                     
have taken me much longer to build the courage and strength I needed to complete the hike.  

Why do we put value in some words? Why is it that words can be our motivation or our                   
downfall? These are questions that have often circulated around my mind, especially when there              
is a song lyric or a quote from a book that I keep repeating to myself. Words and language are                    
very interesting pieces of our world today. How is it that we came to combine sounds to have                  
meaning? Without words, we would have an infuriating time communicating, enough so that             
most people would probably give up trying to communicate with others. Our ability to find               
power and meaning in words is amazing. People take a phrase and make it their own, they put                  
themselves into it and gain a new understanding of themselves and the world. Language can be                
used as a motivation for someone to keep moving, to find something to put their belief in.  

Why do we assign value to words? What stuck with me so much about this sentence and                 
this character that it pushed me through a tough situation? To many people, words hold a lot of                  
power, they are how we understand each other and how we can have belief. Until something is                 
expressed in words, it will hold no meaning to you or anybody around you. William G. Moulton                 2

talks about how language is essential for everything action, internal and external, of humans. He               
opens with, “Language is a wonderfully rich vehicle for communication.” How would we live              3

and communicate if it was not for the language we developed? Philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein              
wrote, “the limits of my language are the limits of my mind. All I know is what I have words                    
for.” Without words or language it would be infinitely harder to communicate and to know our                4

own emotions and thoughts. How do we take a concept that is impossibly large and give it a                  
single word to define it? “How do we ever learn what words are?” As an infant with no                  5
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preconception of words, how do they learn what defines things? Especially as an infant learning               
words and language, it is impossible to understand the true definition of verbs or actions. There                
is nothing to assign to a verb to that will conjure an image in the mind of a child. Nouns, on the                      
other hand, possess a single object and image that is easily connected to that one word. Infants                 6

obtain knowledge of words and language largely through pairing body language, in particular             
pointing at an object, to sounds. Our language is arbitrary and the meaning of one word changes                 7

infinitesimally with every person. To understand language in its fullest capacity we must             
separate ourselves from the intended meaning, we must realize and accept every word’s “pure”              
form. As humans, we can either access or already know multiple meanings for any word we                8

come across. This makes the possibility of obtaining a knowledge of “pre-language            
consciousness” very improbable. In a sense, we must separate ourselves from language to obtain              9

this consciousness of the purest form of a word because once “you apply a word to something                 
it’s purity is gone.” Theoretically, the instant you know the meaning of a word, the purity of                 10

that word is gone. This makes a personal connection and understanding of a word or a phrase                 
remarkably special. 

Religious texts, like the Bible, Torah, and Quran, among others, are examples of words              
that have power. They have held this power for thousands of years. Many people take religious                
texts as fact and put all their faith in these words. We give power to spiritual beings by believing                   
in them and their stories, especially when we are having a hard time. Many people pray in hopes                  
of getting what they want. We search for meaning in everything, but it is extremely easy to find                  
meaning in words that have been told for generations. This is why people turn to religious texts                 11

to find meaning and wisdom over choices they must make. Another reason that people turn to                
religious text as a mantra they repeat could be because the stories are more easily remembered.                
Stories that have some fictional, or abnormal aspects, circulate in your mind and are easily               
accessible to be passed from person to person or book to person. “Storytelling is the most                12

important tradition humans possess.” Stories transmit past history and knowledge to future            13

generations. They also teach us essential lessons about experiences both real or fictional. These              
words circle in your mind because they are something different than your everyday normal. They               
can inspire you or be new words to place your belief, a new light in the possible dark                  
surrounding you.  

Along with religion, music is very important to our language and history. Before most              
people knew how to read, music would be the way that information was passed to people. This                 
was in the form of folk songs and ballads which were considered the world’s “first newspaper”                
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and “informational history book.” These songs would talk about anything from adventures and             14

battles to a town’s scandals. Music is extremely important in our culture because of this. It is                 15

almost as if finding meaning through lyrics has been ingrained in us due to music’s history as our                  
way to gather information.  

Words hold power to inspire. In a sense, someone could think of them as magic. "Words                
are… our most inexhaustible source of magic, capable of both inflicting injury and remedying              
it." Anyone using language to spread a story, along with truly anyone using language, must be                16

aware of how they handle their words as we are captivated and motivated or hurt by words and                  
language in any form. They can easily become our destruction or our inspiration, phrases we               
repeat to ourselves in order to keep moving in our life.  

This is where music and literature make a large impact especially in young adults. Music               
is used as a way to express yourself and as a way to find your own identify. “We use music and                     17

the lyrics to reflect our emotional state, as a way to boost energy, and to create an image of                   
ourselves” to the people surrounding us. This is something that most people do at some point in                 18

their life. Some say that music is the purest form of language, it can be understood by anyone in                   
any culture. "Music is the universal language of mankind.” Even if you do not understand the                19

notes of the music or the lyrics, you can grasp the meaning of the songs. Each piece of music                   
speaks to different emotions making it easy to connect with songs and artists. These lyrics               
embody core values or struggles of a person's life, and turn into words they repeat to themselves                 
daily. Almost any person you ask will have a favorite artist or song that they feel connected with,                  
the lyrics speak to their heart and struggles. This is another example of how words have power                 
and demonstrates how we assign value and importance to words, why we choose certain phrases               
to be our motivation.  

There is one song in particular that I have found motivates me. This song, My Pace, by                 
the group Stray Kids, talks about how it is okay to go at your own pace and to not comparing                    
yourself to other people. Some of the lyrics read “It’s so funny how I compare myself to others,”                  
and “No use in comparing...Just go your own way.” Everytime I listen to this song, whether it                 20

occurs when I am running or before a test, I feel empowered. I know that it doesn’t matter if I am                     
the fastest or if I get the best grade but that I should be happy with the outcome if I did the best I                        
could. Stray Kids has many other songs with lyrics I can relate to and look towards when I am                   
having a tough time with something. They might not all be words I can find myself in, but many                   
times I find my own meaning and can relate to the experiences they talk about. Often, I am                  
motivated and inspired by their songs and lyrics. This group and their message also had a large                 
impact on one of my friends. In their song, Mixtape #3, they sing “Don’t give up, You’ve done                  
so well, What are you worrying about? Believe in yourself, Blessings wait for you.” These               21
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lyrics were something she took to heart in her struggle with depression and not thinking she was                 
good enough or pretty enough. The lyrics—especially the line, “blessings wait for you” —and              
the members of the group, inspired her to keep moving in life, that struggling isn’t forever, but                 
that there is a light at the end. To remind her of her depression and the fact that she was strong                     
enough to overcome it, my friend got these lyrics tattooed on her arm. They will be a constant                  
reminder of her strength through one of her hardest moments. People find meaning and              
inspiration in words, ones they hold in their hearts to make it through tough situations.  

Not only are lyrics inspiring, but books and characters can also become a source of               
inspiration. Books have the ability to impact people in their lives as much as any other form of                  
words. Not only are you impacted by the words but also the characters, their experiences and                
how they relate to your own experiences. There is a study on our emotional responses to works                 
of fiction. This study focuses on human empathy, and how we can have the same emotional                
reaction to a character as a person in real life. We, as humans, are constantly searching for                 22

someone to understand and have empathy towards. We want to help them and trust them. C.                
Daniel Batson researched about the “significant role that characters can play in shaping readers’              
beliefs and behaviors.” Due to the impact on their own emotions, a reader can show equal                23

amounts of empathy towards a fictional character as a real person. A reader intertwines their               
beliefs to a character and their story as they find themselves represented by that piece of fiction.                 
The words in books stick with you, continuously circling in your head as you think about a                 
similar experience or emotion you felt. Because you resonate with the character and form a               
connection with them, the words they say begin to hold importance. They become words that               
motivate and inspire you into action.  

In any way we find words, they can become stuck in our heads. Whether it is a quote                  
from a book that guides you in a hard decisions, the lyrics of a song that you constantly return to,                    
or a message from a religious text, words are constantly impacting us. Not always is this impact                 
positive, but no matter the impact, it shows how words and language are integral parts of our life                  
and culture. Since words are what inform our life it explains why we hold them to have so much                   
value. It explains why something you read or hear can become a mantra of your life.  

The sun glistened, heating the day while shadows danced across the ground. A valley of               
green on either side of the path with stocks of fluffy white flowers and vibrant orange lilies                 
blooming as the brown and white horses pranced about their field. Each of us at our own pace,                  
the wind blowing comforting breaths through our hair and around our bodies. The smooth stick               
pressed into my sweaty hand on the descent into the town. The cadence of my every step in beat                   
with my voice, “My name is [Piper Gordon] and I will not be afraid.”   24
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